‘Time of the great whakaaro’

Research dissemination in strange times

Healthcare Team 2020
Ka mua, ka muri
SPANISH INFLUENZA
EPIDEMIC IS SERIOUS

Physician and Four Others Died in Few Hours

Doctors and Health Board Will Confer To-night

Another Death

Mrs. Minta Died As Result of Attack of Spanish Influenza

In the military hospital on King street a few cases of the disease have been isolated and with one death. At the school there were about 20 cases. Quarantine has been adopted in which pupils have been kept at home and others have been isolated in separate buildings. The disease is being held by the efforts of these places.
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Protecting Aotearoa through work in managed Isolation and quarantine services

Working with Government to produce a Covid-19 phone application that would protect our people
Considering the clinical decision making required to accept a patient for X-ray in level 4 lockdown

Following-up with our research cohort 3-years out from their smoking cessation intervention with heart warming results and positive impacts on health
Our students’ showed us how they managed their emotions and maintained their well being in the themes that connected their experiences through their lockdown assignment presentations.

Encouraging our students continued success through unusual times with literacy support and novel strategies to draw and learn about human physiology.
How we cared for families in hospital through the added stress of level 4 lockdown

Considering the perspective of our teachers making the switch to online learning

How we worked from our homes bringing each other into ‘our place’
How we came to appreciate even more when we were online that we were still Te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka and Te Noho Kotahitanga is our home
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'Time of the great whakaaro'
(Time of the great thinking)

Documented for future generations
of healthcare professionals
Forthcoming in ePress, 2021
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